The Lost Books of the Essene

Message One
Birthing the Essene Heart

Originally Delivered October 25, 2008 TOSA Ranch, Tijeras, NM, USA
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa
...unlocked at Hacienda Santa Cruz, Merida, Mexico, October 17, 2021

The Essene Brethren in uni ca on with the Benevolent Ones & the T-12, share
through Master Lady Kira Raa:
Yes! We ARE…here. IT IS… with a great and glorious hello, that we welcome YOU…
today… to a bounty-full re-cognition. In the exploration of your world… many energies
have been discovered in many worlds.
We say, share and offer YOU… understanding and re-cognition that a new time is at
hand. And what is new has all-ways been, and what has all-ways been is now ready to
be understood, discovered and revealed again.
The Return of the Essene Energy
We share with thee BE-loved Ones, the energy of what is called, in your world, Essene.
To understand Essene is to understand your origin as BE-ings. Your Divine energy of
presence in ALL that has ever been. And, the re-cognition that in your world many
energies have hidden the Essene revelations for many, many, what you call years.
Within your world, YOU ARE… at a great return of a cycle as it opens a new cycle.
This brings YOU…an opportunity to understand. To BE. To EXPRESS.
In your worldly era of 1930 to 1946, many energies were discovered, re-examined,
listened to, discarded, feared, energized, polarized, loved, understood and
misunderstood.
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Revelation of the 12 Missing Books of the Essene
IT IS…. our express loving intention to share with YOU…the understanding of what is
Essene. The time is now, in your world, for the 12 missing books of the Essene to be
revealed again1. We have waited for this moment of vibrational expression. This is a
reunion of wisdom for thee.
In your current worldly experience, in the 1940s, during the end of a war that was
called the Second, a great discovery was made. It was hidden because of fear. IT IS…
these 12 books of the Essene that we share now and over the next months.
These books exist in your world and have been hidden out of fear. And, only through
fear does your mastery energy arise with clarity. This is because you must look at, and
be clear through, your fear.
To bring forward these wisdoms of Divine understanding through the Essene
presence that you have been, and will ALL-ways BE, reignites within your heart
a healing flame of Divine Presence that transcends bodies and minds, as it
brings forward great understanding of ALL that has ever been.
Recognizing You Have Lived the Books
We begin today with the first book. Invite your heart to move deeply within the
understanding that YOU HAVE lived these 12 books that we are revealing to you. In 19
what you call 43, (1943), three years of linear time prior to the revelation of what you
call "Dead Sea Scrolls," these 12 books were found.
They were burned many years after they were found. This was done so that they
could not ever be disputed and would be hidden, as many of the sacred books of
your world of the ancient mysteries have found their home in fire.
Yet! Through fire arises a transmutation of energy that opens the portals of reunified
wisdom that exist within a stream of vibrational consciousness and fields.
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This reference o ers con rmation of the spiral time experience…the use of the word again is a direct reference to the entire series of
12 books/lessons. A gentle call for us ALL to remember that we have…read and lived ALL these books before.
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There are those who believe that fire destroys the understanding though the
burning. Fire releases the wisdom into a greater vibrational harmony that waits for
the moment of Divine re-cognition when your heart floats in that vibration.
IT IS…Here…that it reassembles into Divine Mastery Presence.
In your world there is a collection many call the Nag Hammadi Library. When this was
completely found, these 12 books were, again, part of this gift. Those involved in the
destruction of the first 12 were again called to examine the second 12.
These 12 still do exist in your world, and in the not-so-distant future will be removed
from the deep caverns where they are kept. And you will say; I understand this for I
have studied these 12 books because I AM… alive.
Inviting the States of Presence
BE-loved Angels of Precious Light! let us begin in the beginning.
In your world… now… there are those who slumber who simply need your patience
and presence.
There are those who are somewhat awake. In that dream state touching in, touching
out. What is real, what is not. Seeking to know, yet seeking to stay. Seeking to be, yet
drowsy to BEingness. And! These beings awaken in their own time and pace as you
provide and hold energy for them.
Then there are those, who are, indeed, awake. In the awaken-ness you rediscover selfdiscovery. The re-cognition that, indeed, there is no-thing to study because YOU ARE…
alive… now.
You may ask, “Why offer these 12 books again?” Because these books are an energy
reunion that will invite ALL...to be asleep, to be drowsy, or to be awake. These are the
states of Presence. And in your world there are many strata within these Presences.
To be in Essene energy is to recognize as a BEing of Divine Light, YOU…
are not of this world, and to re-cognize your body is of this world serving the
BEing of Divine Light.
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Your body is a great gift of this world! It houses and synergizes with your true form.
To be form-less while enjoying form is the mastery of Essene wisdom.
To be form-less while in form. To be form-less while in form.
To awaken to your mastery is your journey.
To be drowsy with your mastery is a journey.
To be asleep with your mastery is a journey.
And, you may find yourself experiencing many states at once until you anchor into the
Mastery Presence that goes beyond the doubt of any perception of formlessness in form.
The Birthing of the Essene Energy in this World
Many consider the Essene at the time of what you call the Christ energy. Yet, BE-loved,
the energy of the Essene has been in your world long before then. In this linear time,
your presence carrying the seed of Essene heart energy, that led to a birth of what you
call Christ energy, as a form-less energy within form, began birthing it-self in the 4th
Century B.C.
The presence of Essene energy grew as your expressions grew. There was a "renaissance"

of this energy, a great creative time in your world that led up to the birthing of a Christ
energy. The Essene energy birthed and assisted until it became dormant, in what you
would call, roughly, 200 AD.
As formalized clergy and doctrine society birthed, the remnant of the Essene were
burned as their books were burned. Bodies of flesh sent to a fiery farewell. We share
this for you to understand that to carry the energy of the true heart of an Essene is not
about following one particular energy. It is not to be saved. For indeed, the energy of
saving was what birthed the dormancy.

Carrying the Energy of the True Heart of an Essene
The Essene energy exists to comfort those who are asleep, to be present for those who
are drowsy, and to be with those who are awake. To comfort those who are asleep, to be
present for those who are drowsy, and to be with those who are awake.
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We offer this because, indeed, your world…now… is ready for this energy to come
forward again. To awaken an Essene heart awakens the transcendence of
alliance to one world only.
An Essene heart understands, and expands into universal energy as the re-cognition of
expansion. We offer this to YOU…TODAY. Simply embrace your own heart.
Ask your-self: "Have I walked as an awakened Essene before?"
KNOW the answer you receive, and in the asking of the question, you may see a planet
that may not look like Earth. You may see an environment that is in a form very
different than the form-less expression of form that YOU ARE…IN…NOW. You may
experience many. This form of time literally takes one point and another point and
folds them together again in the great cycle.
Why do we share this with us now? To offer YOU… many, many energies.
To understand your-self as formless beyond form, is to understand that in the
expression of form that YOU ARE…NOW… you come with an Essene heart.
An Essene heart holds presence for those who are asleep, gifting them great reassurance
and comfort. You cannot teach the asleep, BE-loved. They cannot hear if they are asleep.
You may wish to pinch them awake, and avoid pinching one who is asleep. They will
simply wake up with a bruise and wonder where it came from.
You cannot teach what is not ready to be understood.
As we cannot, and have not, out of great compassion, brought forward these 12 books
until your world was ready. Young children of your world sometimes are 100 years old.
As YOU grow, YOU ARE… ready to hear again. What we offer is beyond a word or a
vocabulary. IT IS…the re-cognition that will, once again, ignite your truth.
Your world… now has many screaming, "I want to know." Invite your heart to love
them enough to understand what it is you share. First! Love your-self enough to
KNOW: “Am I asleep? Am I drowsy? Am I awake?”
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To be drowsy is to be half-asleep and half-awake. To be awake is to walk without doubt.
To let go of judgment of those who are asleep. To simply offer them comfort without a
need to pretend or convert.
Great conversion energy exists in your world now. Both Conversion and Savior energy
comes from those who are still asleep.
To bury books that were written to present to the awake, as comfort and verification
that they have awakened, to burn and bury these books, is done by one who is asleep.
Have mercy on them. Have mercy on yourself. To burn a body because it carries
awakened energy is an action of one who is asleep.
To free a soul is a great celebration. Even though the physical body may not enjoy the
moment of freedom, the Soul does.
Birthing an Essene Heart
IT IS…a gift to remember… that in your world, in the ancient texts that have struggled
to be present without manipulation, the only text that can exist without manipulation is
the text of your soul!2 The text of your heart is the eternal presence of ALL wisdom that
is ALL-ways present for YOU.
To birth an Essene heart is to comfort those who are asleep, to be present for those who
are drowsy, and to be with those who are awake.
We simply offer this text of the first book, BE-loved Ones, the simple mantra:
Comfort those who are asleep.
Be present for those who are drowsy.
BE with those who are awake.
The brethren Essene that you often remember now is because they were closer in this
linear time. They chose to wear white as a symbol of Divine light and luminosity. Their
bodies, physical bodies, were kept very clean because of the need to radiate Light.
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This is a direct reference to the Code of the Soul as called forward through Ascended Numerology. Through the sacred sequence of
incarnation, the scroll of the soul’s journey was gifted to those o ered the blessing of birthing a master into form.
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If you choose to work with the asleep and offer them comfort, then offer them a glass of
water as the Divine flow of their own life. When they reach for that which is less
nourishing to their soul, offer them comfort in the water of life.
Hold your hands on the glass as an Essene heart. Hold the glass in your hands as you
feel your Essene heart radiating into the glass. Simply offer them the water as a gift of
renewed life. IT IS… a simple gift. IT IS… an ancient gift. YOU ARE… in a world where
water is becoming more and more precious for many reasons. And as you offer this
water, do not offer words or judgments. Simply offer comfort.
To be awake can be perceived sometimes in your world as severe. To be awake does not
demand patience with the drowsy when they demand to know to be awake. YOU assist
the drowsy to wake up by not diminishing your own awaken-ness.
There is a great misperception in your world. This diminishes awaken-ness, and causes
some to be afraid to hold strength and presence in their awaken-ness. This is one of the
gifts of having a body.
To hold strength in awaken-ness is to not waiver when others say, “I cannot.” To hold
strength in awaken-ness is to alert the drowsy, who have sought to be awake, when they
are falling asleep again. We offer an example.
Many are with their own understanding that they are drowsy and say, "Help me awake.
Help me fully awake." This energy arises from the heart and not the mind. A mind will
demand; a heart will uplift.
When the energy of the heart says, "Help me awake," then… if you are indeed, awake,
do not falter in your assistance and BE present for the drowsy. To BE present for the
drowsy is not a model of “saving.”
To keep many asleep, they are dogmatically engaged. And… staying asleep can be a
wonderful experience. And, it is a wonderful experience to BE in the presence of
sleeping…. because, indeed, it will make you drowsy.
At some point you can only sleep so much. Then, you begin to awaken. When you have
slept so long, it is hard to find clarity and becomes challenging to be awake.
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You want to be drowsy. Within drowsiness it takes an awakened one to say, "Wake up!"
To grab your attention. Oftentimes a master, in their awaken-ness, may seem stern to
one who is drowsy. And to one who is awake there is only Presence and Love. For one
who is asleep, you offer comfort. Perhaps they just need another blanket. If one is
sleeping, help them sleep comfortably.
Teaching What Can Be Understood
Beloved Ones, there is much more to share. This is the first of the 12 books. There is
one other piece of this book for you to hear. The ones you called Abraham and Moses,
were not born of this world. They have offered great service to this world. In their
energetic expression in body on this world, and through many years of taking their
words into the dogmatic expressions, there are truths, there are half-truths, and there
are density alignments.
We wish for you to understand this. IT IS… indeed, your own lineage of light, love and
expression. Yes! You have come forward in this world now. When you can let go of
linear time, when you can understand that3 -- we wish for you to hear this in the spirit it
is meant, so we take a moment.
There are those in your world…now… who choose to forever stay bound to this
world, to not "wake up" as you would say. Because this is their gift and birthright,
you teach only what can be understood.
Teaching what can be understood, throughout the millennia of teaching, there is
teaching beyond the teaching. What you perceive as commandments -- let us talk about
this for one brief second. The story, as it has been given to you, is that he came down
from the hill with the Commandments that were given so that ALL may live.
In the great wisdom of the one who brought the energies you may express in love and
safety, the Commandments that were given were the ones that could be understood.
There was a greater set offered. As you understand that you are the love of the Divine
Presence in all times, there is no need for a commandment.
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This a rms why this Insoulment was unlocked in 2021. As the rst year of the experience of concentric dimensionality, we have
arrived at the moment of understanding what it means to “let go” of linear time that did not exist prior to this moment.
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YOU ARE… loved so much! There are many not ready to understand that truth of
their Divine Presence. And…if you love them enough and give them what they can
understand, so that they may keep moving forward, you let go of trying to make it
be other than that.
Reactivating Your Essene Knowledge and Heart
We will not offer you words more than this because we wish you to truly embark on a
linear journey with us of what you call "calendar time" as we offer you these 12 books.
If you digest these books and begin to rewrite your own, you will understand that the
energy offered to you today has all-ways been given to you through your world.
For those that wish to study, study the events between 19 specifically 29 and 46 (1929 –
1946). You will see the cycle you are in now. What you choose to do with this cycle, by
reactivating your Essene knowledge and heart, will bring forward great freedom in a
way you have not had before.
You may ask who is talking to you today. We wish to share that on the stream of what
you know as the Benevolent Ones, we are your Essene brethren talking to you directly
through the unification of the Benevolent Ones and the T12, who have been the holders
of the 12 books since the time of dormancy.
We come to you now as we have all-ways been. BE-loved Ones, when we see you, you
are still wearing the white robes. You are still the Divine Healers of Presence that many
flock to. You have lived all over this world and many others. We have waited for this
moment in your vibrational history so that this moment of revelation could come. We
understand many who are afraid of this revelation.
You understand because YOU…ARE. YOU have lived this gift.
IT IS… time for the knowledge to BE in your presence again.
YOU ARE… the Divine of the Divine of the Divine.
Your world is ready to act out in great ways. In the times that you have been on
this planet before, it is your time to activate again.
We love you.
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We have missed you very much, and we celebrate this moment now.
Write, Beloved Ones.
Heal, Beloved Ones.
You are great healers.
You are great healers.
Your world is ready for you now.
We love you.
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